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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The advantages of adopting a product line (PL) approach through systematic reuse of artifacts have been demonstrated and proven to be successful in practice [2],[7],[8]. Nevertheless, many organizations still face a dilemma, when deciding whether or not to adopt this systematic reuse approach. A key issue is the decision about which existing products are potential candidates for a product line and thus promise an optimal return on investment. In product line engineering (PLE), these decisions are made in an early phase called scoping. Scoping identifies the commonality that members of the product line share and the ways in which they vary. In short, scoping answers the question “What products should be included in my product line and what features should they provide?”[10],[11],[5]. There is no general recipe for product line scoping as this process typically depends on the development practices within the organization, the architecture of the system, and the business context. In addition to software engineering, product line scoping is also related to marketing [6].

In this paper, we discuss the challenges of scoping from the perspective of small software companies already providing similar solutions for several customers. In practice, this is a common situation: because many specialized companies provide products for one or a small number of specific domains, several variants of the product often exist in parallel. Typically, such organizations wish to merge the efforts of individual products already delivered to customers to gain advantages from a product line approach. However, especially small and medium enterprises (SME) often cannot afford a huge up-front investment for building a platform [12]. Instead, they require an approach that supports a smooth transition from single system to product line development supporting reuse of existing legacy artifacts and an early payoff. A scoping process that fits the needs of these organizations is the first step in this direction. Researchers and practitioners have already presented ideas on how a scoping process can be customized to organizational and project constraints [3],[11]. However, existing scoping approaches require significant time and effort until a company can decide to actually start product line engineering. Scoping is often described as a long process involving multiple stakeholders who are able to make decisions from a different perspective (e.g. market analysts, software architects, and users). A fully-fledged long-term scoping approach includes many extensive tasks such as the definition of a product portfolio, product plans, and domain analysis. This can be a hurdle for smaller companies attempting to adopt a product line approach [12]. Therefore, a lightweight product line scoping approach is needed.

In this paper we present an approach that supports product line scoping based on existing product configurations without integrating product plans or portfolios into the decision process as existing scoping approaches suggest [5],[6],[11]. This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we discuss the research challenges of a lightweight scoping approach and present an approach that allows semi-automatic product line scoping based on existing product configurations. We describe a tool prototype which follows this approach. In Section 3 we discuss related work and conclude the paper in section 4.

II. LIGHTWEIGHT PRODUCT LINE SCOPING

A. Research Challenges

Within our work we have found that the introduction of software product lines is particularly challenging for smaller companies. These companies usually have limited resources to introduce product lines and have difficulties to afford platform development and maintenance. Furthermore, their products often rely heavily on rapidly evolving third-party components
(e.g. in the ERP domain where partner companies customize products from large software vendors for customers). This creates a highly volatile environment. Although companies could basically benefit from product line approaches, they often refuse this option as the costs could exceed the benefits. For example, cases where the time needed to introduce the product line outruns the lifetime of the underlying 3rd party components.

Another major issue is the people involved in product line scoping activities. A lack of objective methods to investigate the reuse potential within a company’s software products leaves them with their own personal opinions and estimates. We experienced that people then tend to judge the situation based on what they think of the reuse potential of their software. Different backgrounds, views, etc. might lead to misjudgments and discussions which are not based on hard facts but potentially false opinions.

The goal of our current work is to realize a lightweight product line scoping approach; it would permit the identification of key information on the reuse potential of existing products in a fast and efficient way. In order to achieve this, we pursued the following key steps: The problem analysis and the definition of the research goals was followed by a more detailed literature review to identify existing work relevant to our research. In a next step, we developed a conceptual solution which enables companies to identify similarity within their products based on existing product configurations. We then implemented a first tool prototype which semi-automatically identifies reuse potential.

B. Scoping based on Existing Configurations

Our research focuses on settings where product configurations are used to tailor the products to individual customer needs and provide the requested features. We target domains where products are mainly customized by configurations and where companies already have a range of products delivered to customers. Typically, a large set of configuration parameters are offered that allow tailoring the system to the individual needs of the customer. We focus on products where individual configurations are derived from a certain configuration schema. For such settings we developed a conceptual solution which allows to process and compare these configurations. The comparisons are used to identify the degree of similarity between products. The pre-requisite for our approach is the availability of a set of product configurations reflecting the solutions developed for different customers.

Our approach comprises the following steps. These steps need to be conducted by an experienced domain expert such as the product manager or a group of people who have the required insights:

1) Define Analysis’ Domain Scope: In a first step domain experts select a set of products for comparison. The selection criteria can be rather simple, for example, a company can decide to compare all products delivered in a certain timeframe or all products in a certain domain e.g. retail stores. This selection is refined based on market considerations and the companies strategy for further development.

2) Define Analysis’ Product Scope: We assume that target products are configured for different customers by setting values on predefined configuration parameters and activating or deactivating product features. Therefore, in a second step, a domain expert has to identify scoping-relevant configuration parameters. The identification of relevant configuration parameters is considered to be the key to the similarity analysis between products. In our approach, product wide configurations are initially selected to scope the analysis (e.g. pricing configurations shall be part of the analysis). In most cases it is necessary to tailor this scope and to exclude customer-specific settings that are different in all configurations. Domain experts may remove these parts from the configurations before automated processing starts.

3) Organize Data for Analysis: Configuration parameters are often not a good measure to investigate the reuse potential of a software product. The settings can be of different granularity and have various effects on the product. For example, a configuration parameter may be used for turning on/off functionality (e.g. perform a credit check before sending an order confirmation) while others may represent some more fine granular adjustments (e.g. use a comprehensive table view or a simple list view). For this reason, in a third step, we recommend to group settings to features rather than performing a direct comparison of settings. Moreover, this enables domain experts to weight features (e.g. UI settings may be not as relevant as security features). Finally, the features representing a particular functionality are grouped accordingly in hierarchical order reflecting the system architecture.

4) Calculate Similarity: The next step is to calculate the similarity of selected products. This is done by comparing the individual products’ feature configuration. Here, the domain expert has to answer the question: Do all selected products require the same order processing checks? The percentage of similar features is calculated pairwise for all selected products. Based on individual comparisons, a report representing a degree-of-similarity analysis is generated. This report can be tailored to view only certain aspects of the compared products or narrow the scope based on market considerations (e.g. only retail store systems are delivered to customers in Eastern Europe).

5) Discuss Findings: Feedback from developers and product managers responsible for each product is important as these can reveal insider-information to guide a company to setup a PL approach in future customer projects (e.g. using a decision model). In a fifth step, the results of the similarity analysis are presented to domain experts which may reveal a similarity threshold value: it can be used for future analysis as guideline for including/excluding products/features from a product line. For example, experts might come to the conclusion that a similarity higher than 60% is a good indicator for inclusion in a PL. State-of-the-art literature also discusses similarity thresholds which indicate the reuse potential of software products [4]

6) Derive Default Configuration: Based on the identified scope of the product line, generation of default system configurations for certain domains can be automated. In a last step, the scope is reduced to the commonalities between products which will support sales and system engineers to deploy or demonstrate a customized product for a customer. Default configurations can also build the platform for the conceived product line.
C. Tool Support

We have implemented a first prototype tool that supports our lightweight scoping process. It can be used to analyse the similarity between existing customized products. In the following, we describe the necessary steps to calculate the similarity between different product configurations.

1) Load Configuration Schema: In an initial step the general configuration schema is loaded from a meta-data definition file, including all possible settings. This step also automates the feature grouping as described in the last section (step 3). The tool creates a hierarchy of product configurations, including features and their configuration settings. The tool also imports the configuration settings’ data types.

2) Define Similarity Ranges: In many cases it is required to allow a more “fuzzy” similarity comparison, where values are not exactly the same, but within a predefined similarity range. We therefore introduced optional similarity ranges for configuration settings. The tool supports basic mathematical operations in a way that allows domain experts to provide more complex boundaries. For example, $\{0\} + ((0)/100)*10$ represents an 10 percentage upper bound, where $\{0\}$ is the original value. Furthermore, some settings may not be relevant for similarity calculation and therefore should not be included in the analysis. For example, systems using a database to store configurations often provide audit fields such as Modified By and CreatedDate-Time. Although these fields are part of the configuration schema, its very unlikely to identify any similarity in other product configurations. Therefore, we provide an option to exclude such settings from the similarity calculation.

3) Load Product Configuration: The tool manages multiple customized product configurations. Domain experts can optionally add meta-data like legal entities and the customer’s industry branches. We distinguish between legal entities because they often represent companies working in different branches of industry. For example, a product that is customized to support retail might contain one legal entity that actually sells goods to customers. The same product can also contain a second legal entity that, for example, supports the first one by providing finance services for customers. Although both legal entities use the same customized product, their configurations differ. Furthermore, we support the comparison between selected legal entities’ configurations from different products (e.g. compare Customers X finance service with Customers Y finance service).

4) Setup Similarity Analysis: The product configurations for analysis are selected in this step. The domain expert needs to select two or more legal entities and sets the scope of the analysis (e.g. Sales, Purchase). One legal entity is selected as master-configuration. The tool calculates the similarity ranges for every configuration setting based on the value in the master-configuration. For example, if freight charges are 100€ in the master-configuration and the similarity range is defined +/- 25€ the tool calculates 75€ - 125€ as valid similarity interval.

5) Perform Similarity Analysis: The tool calculates a similarity value by comparing the configuration settings per feature. Only if all product configuration settings for a feature are similar (equal or within the similarity range) the feature is identified as similar. The overall similarity value is calculated as the percentage for similar features. This value can serve as a basis for further discussion with domain experts, if a product line approach is feasible. The tool also supports the comparison between more than two product configurations at once. However, in such a comparison, one highly divergent configuration may significantly reduce the calculated similarity. Therefore, we also foresee a pairwise comparison to identify the outlier. This outlier may be excluded in a future product line.

Figure 1 shows how the tool presents the calculated similarity of selected customized products. Each line shows the pairwise similarity regarding typical industry activities such as Sales and Purchase. The value on the right hand side shows the similarity value in percent.

III. RELATED WORK

Approaches dealing with scoping in the context of software product line engineering and transitioning to software product lines are related to our approach.

A. Software Product Line Scoping

In [11], PuLSE-BEAT is introduced, a tool for supporting the product line scoping approach called PuLSE-Eco presented in [10]. To identify the optimal scope, a product map is used; it is a matrix with the product characteristics (features) on one axis and the products on the other axis. The product characteristics are elicited from stakeholders, existing systems and the product plan. In our approach, product characteristics (we call them feature definitions) are derived from existing systems. Our tool creates a product map based on imported feature definitions and configuration schemas. In PuLSE-Eco, the benefit analysis step decides what to develop for reuse and what not. Benefit functions describe the benefit of having a certain characteristic inside the scope and typically range from 0 to 1. PuLSE-BEAT supports three different scopes (0.5
means possible candidate, 0.6 means likely candidate, and 0.75 means strongly recommended candidate). We analyze the similarity of the different products (configurations) to decide what should be inside the scope and therefore developed for reuse.

In [6] Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden, different levels of scoping are identified, namely product portfolio scoping, domain scoping and asset scoping. Our approach falls into the domain scoping category where the domain that is important to the product line and provides sufficient reuse potential is bounded. The scoping process consists of three phases: product line mapping, domain potential assessment and reuse infrastructure scoping. Our approach focuses on the first two phases. Product line mapping identifies products and features and builds a product feature matrix. Domain potential assessment evaluates sub-domains of the application domain for their reuse potential. Our approach also focuses on identifying domains with a high reuse potential.

In [1] RiPLE-SC, an agile product line scoping process, is presented. The process consists of different phases that are performed iteratively, namely pre-scoping, domain scoping, product scoping and asset scoping. Our approach fits into the domain and product scoping phases which aim to determine the domains and features with high potential. The scoping process presented does not explicitly support a commonality analysis of existing products as our approach provides. As our approach is lightweight with a high degree of automation it could easily be integrated into the RiPLE-SC process.

B. Transitioning to Software Product Lines

In [4] we present an approach and toolkit that lowers the up-front costs and adoption barriers that typically come along with the introduction of a software product line approach. One of the three different adoption models presented, the extractive approach, analyses existing products and extracts common and varying parts into a product line. Applying such an approach requires customized products to be available that have a significant amount of commonality. It is suggested that the high-payoff systems should be extracted initially. This fits well with our approach that analyses existing products to find common parts that can be extracted in a second step.

In [4] an approach is presented that analyzes the source code of multiple variants for commonalities to support migration towards a product line. The reuse potential of system parts is assessed by using occurrence matrices. Instead of a pairwise comparison of existing variants, the authors propose to describe the similarity between a set of variants in a matrix. The matrix contains the different elements of the variants that are compared, the variants and the occurrence of the elements in the variants. The similarity rate is categorized as core (element occurs in all variants), shared (element occurs in some variants), and unique (element occurs in only one variant).

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In our current work we focus on product line scoping approaches which can be used by SMEs in order to get fast feedback on their software’s reuse potential. These companies often cannot afford to apply state-of-the-art scoping approaches. Several issues limit their application. For instance, some SME companies have no long-term control over their software artifacts. This highly volatile environment creates a need for lightweight approaches. In this paper, we presented a lightweight and semi-automatic approach. In addition to a conceptual solution we present a tool prototype which supports product line scoping based on comparing individual product feature configurations.

Future work will include extending the tool functionality to not only support product line scoping and similarity analysis but to also support the identification of highly similar parts across different customized products. We consider this to be an important next step to improve the support for SMEs to set up a managed reuse of assets.

As well as tool improvements we also plan extensive evaluations. In particular we plan an evaluation involving domain experts at InsideAx. In addition, we will make the tool available to other companies whose products are customized using configurations.
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